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Background: Body image (BI) disturbances have been identified in both clinical and

non-clinical populations. Virtual reality (VR) has recently been used as a tool for

modulating BI disturbances through the use of eliciting a full body illusion (FBI). This

meta-analysis is the first to collate evidence on the effectiveness of an FBI to reduce BI

disturbances in both clinical and non-clinical populations.

Methods: We performed a literature search in MEDLINE (PubMed), EMBASE,

PsychINFO, and Web of Science with the keywords and synonyms for “virtual reality”

and “body image” to identify published studies until September 2020. We included

studies that (1) created an FBI with a modified body shape or size and (2) reported

BI disturbance outcomes both before and directly after the FBI. FBI was defined as a

head-mounted display (HMD)-based simulation of embodying a virtual body from an

egocentric perspective in an immersive 3D computer-generated environment.

Results: Of the 398 identified unique studies, 13 were included after reading full-texts.

Four of these studies were eligible for a meta-analysis on BI distortion inducing a small

virtual body FBI in healthy females. Significant post-intervention results were found for

estimations of shoulder width, hip width, and abdomen width, with the largest reductions

in size being the estimation of shoulder circumference (SMD = −1.3; 95% CI: −2.2 to

−0.4; p= 0.004) and hip circumference (SMD=−1.0; 95%CI:−1.6 to−0.4; p= 0.004).

Mixed results were found in non-aggregated studies from large virtual body FBIs in terms

of both estimated body size and BI dissatisfaction and in small virtual body FBI in terms

of BI dissatisfaction.

Conclusions: The findings presented in this paper suggest that the participants’ BIs

were able to conform to both an increased as well as a reduced virtual body size.

However, because of the paucity of research in this field, the extent of the clinical utility

of FBIs still remains unclear. In light of these limitations, we provide implications for future

research about the clinical utility of FBIs for modulating BI-related outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION

Eating disorders (EDs) are the third leading cause of chronic
illness in female adolescents (Mathews et al., 2011), and anorexia
nervosa (AN) has the highest mortality rate of all mental
disorders (Arcelus et al., 2011), with a lifetime prevalence of
3.3–18.6% and 0.1–3.6% among women, respectively (Galmiche
et al., 2019). An important characteristic of EDs is a persistent
body image (BI) disturbance. Current treatment approaches for
AN are limited with regard to their effectiveness (Murray et al.,
2019), as one-third of the patients with AN relapse (Berends et al.,
2018). While standard multidisciplinary treatment programs,

including cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), mainly focus on
normalizing weight and eating behavior (Attia andWalsh, 2009),
BI disturbances have been identified to be among the most
difficult ED features to change within pre-existing therapies
(Rorty et al., 1993).

Body image can be defined as “the picture of our own
body which we form in our mind” (Schilder, 1935). A BI
disturbance entails having negative perceptions, cognitions, and
emotions concerning one’s own body. Counterintuitively, BI
disturbances are often understated in ED treatment (Dakanalis
et al., 2016; Phillipou et al., 2018), resulting in its frequent
persistence even after recovery (Bachner-Melman et al., 2006).
Clinical efforts that focus on targeting BI disturbance could play
a key role in improving overall treatment efficacy, not only
because BI disturbance is a core symptom of ED (American
Psychiatric Association, 2013), but also in response to the
mounting evidence indicating that it is a risk factor for the
development, maintenance, and relapse of AN (Glashouwer
et al., 2019). Moreover, the subsistence of BI disturbance
symptoms can also be seen in other disorders such as body
dysmorphic disorder (BDD) (American Psychiatric Association,
2013) and obesity (Sarwer et al., 1998; Gavin et al., 2010),
as well as in non-clinical populations (Bellisle et al., 1995).
Therefore, in order to further enhance the clinical insight
into these complex disorders, it is crucial to focus on
developing diagnostic and therapeutic interventions that target
BI disturbance.

The constituents of BI disturbance research are BI distortion
and BI dissatisfaction. BI distortion is defined as the inability
to accurately perceive one’s own body size or shape (Cash
and Deagle, 1997). For example, an overestimated body size
is a common perception of patients with ED (Mölbert et al.,
2017). Regarding individuals with obesity, inaccurate perceptions
of body size could be the result of either an overestimation
(Garner et al., 1976; Collins et al., 1987; Gardner et al., 1987;
Docteur et al., 2010; Scarpina et al., 2014; Thaler et al., 2018)
or an underestimation (Bell et al., 1986; Valtolina, 1998). BI
dissatisfaction entails the inability to like, accept, or value one’s
own body (Cash and Deagle, 1997). BI interventions often
include mirror exposure, video exposure, and virtual reality (VR)
(Ziser et al., 2018).

Virtual reality is a technology that allows users to explore
computer-generated virtual environments (VE) that are entirely
digital. The compositional building blocks of these VEs can
consist of both 3D computer-aided design (CAD) models or

from live or pre-recorded video streams capturing real-world
environments. One of the different means for presenting the
virtual content is by displaying it through apparatuses called
head-mounted displays (HMD), which are non-transparent
glasses that rest over the eyes of the user. VR has been successfully
implemented across a diversity of different psychiatric disorders
as an effective tool to aid in both treatment (Dellazizzo
et al., 2020) and diagnostics (Van Bennekom et al., 2017). In
BI disturbance, VR has mainly been used to create specific
environmental settings that provoked BI-related symptoms
(Riva, 1997). These tailored environmental settings are then
often combined with traditional CBT, which is referred to as
Experiential Cognitive Therapy (ECT) (Riva et al., 1998).

Another approach to assess and treat BI disturbance is to
expose patients to modified virtual bodies. HMD-based VR is
especially well-suited for this, due to the natural ergonomics
of being able to display a 3D model of a body, i.e., an avatar,
from an egocentric point of view. The result of this interaction
can subsequently elicit the feeling of embodiment, which is the
sensation of having a body, over the virtual body. The sensation
of embodiment over a virtual body is referred to as a bodily
illusion and VR has the unique ability to create graded bodily
illusions that can be of individual body parts, such as a hand
(Yuan and Steed, 2010), or even the whole body (Slater et al.,
2010; Peck et al., 2013; Maister et al., 2015), with the latter
being termed as a full body illusion (FBI). An FBI can also
occur via body swapping with other real bodies (Oliveira et al.,
2016). This method has been proposed as it is able to embody
seemingly repulsive, i.e., large, virtual bodies in patients with AN
(Koskina et al., 2013; Ziser et al., 2018). A similar approach of
embodying both repulsive and desirable bodies (Corno et al.,
2018; Mölbert et al., 2018; Neyret et al., 2020; Provenzano
et al., 2020) could be applied to improve the accuracy of BI
disturbance assessment methods. When patients select their ideal
or perceived BI and experience it from an egocentric perspective,
it would be reasonable to hypothesize that the results would
more closely resemble their own experience compared to more
traditional methods used for BI disturbance assessment such as
paper-based questionnaires (Reed et al., 1991; Cash et al., 2002;
Gardner et al., 2009).

While the clinical significance of FBIs in BI disturbance
research can be postulated theoretically, its ability to modify any
BI disturbance outcomes has not yet been studied in the context
of a systematic review or meta-analysis. While previous reviews
have addressed the use of VR in ED (Ferrer-García andGutiérrez-
Maldonado, 2012; Wiederhold et al., 2016; de Carvalho et al.,
2017; Clus et al., 2018), the focus was only centered around ECT
and other environment-modifying VR interventions. Therefore,
it is still unclear to what extent FBIs can effectively trigger BI
disturbance symptoms and what influence it will have on BI
disturbance outcomes.

The first research question of this study is: Do full body
illusions affect body image distortion?

We hypothesize that the participants’ BI conforms to the
dimensions of the virtual body since people tend to adopt the
characteristics of their avatars, which is referred to as the Proteus
effect (Yee and Bailenson, 2007). Following this reasoning,
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TABLE 1 | Literature search terms used for keywords.

Keyword Included

1 Virtual reality Virtual reality, virtual environment, virtual body,

full-body illusion

2 Body image Body image, body schema, body

representation, body dissatisfaction, body

distortion, body size, body shape, body

perception, body modification

participants will perceive themselves as smaller directly after
embodying a small virtual body and larger after directly
embodying a large one.

The second research question of this study is: Do full body
illusions affect body image dissatisfaction?

Because in populations of individuals with AN and obesity,
BI dissatisfaction stems from feeling overweight and the wish to
be thinner, we expect that embodying a small virtual body will
reduce BI dissatisfaction, and embodying a large one will increase
it. Since this weight-related BI dissatisfaction is also present in
non-clinical populations (Bellisle et al., 1995), we expect the same
effect in healthy populations.

METHODS

We followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines for the
reporting of meta-analyses (Moher et al., 2009).

Search Strategy for Identification of
Studies
Two authors (CT & AG) performed a literature search in
MEDLINE (PubMed), EMBASE, PsychINFO, and Web of
Science to identify published studies until September 2020 with
the search terms “virtual reality” AND “body image” and their
synonyms (see Table 1). We chose to use the more overarching
search term “virtual reality,” since not all studies containing FBIs
mention this term explicitly in the title or abstract. The search
terms and syntax were checked by a clinical librarian.

Selection of Studies
The Rayyan QCRI (Ouzzani et al., 2016) application was used
to search for duplicates and to start the inclusion process by
screening titles and abstracts for eligibility. Additional articles
were searched with citation and similarity tracking. After an
independent screening of the titles and abstracts by two authors
(CT & AG), the following inclusion criteria were applied to full
texts. We included studies that (1) created an FBI with a modified
body shape or size and (2) reported BI disturbance outcomes
both before and directly after the FBI. FBI was defined as an
HMD-based simulation of embodying a virtual body from an
egocentric perspective in an immersive 3D computer-generated
environment. There were no restrictions on study designs as
long as the studies reported the relevant pre- and post-FBI data.
Studies were eligible for the meta-analysis if they contained

means with SDs of BI outcomes before and directly after the FBI.
We checked to see if different studies used shared data sets.

In case of missing data, the authors were contacted by mail.
To prevent comparing apples and oranges, the studies were only
aggregated in a meta-analysis if a minimum of three had similar
FBIs, populations, and outcome measures. When heterogeneity
is reduced this way, a meta-analysis is the most valid synthesis
technique, even for a low amount of studies (Valentine et al.,
2010). Reviews and conference abstracts were excluded.

Data Extraction
The primary outcome measure for BI disturbance was the pre-
post change in body size estimation. For BI dissatisfaction, we
looked at questionnaires [BISS (Cash et al., 2002), PASTAS
(Reed et al., 1991), and BIAS-O (Gardner et al., 2009)] or visual
analog scales (VAS). Secondary outcome measures included
embodiment scores and potential adverse effects of HMD use,
such as motion sickness. Moreover, we collected the following
data: authors, year of publication, sample size, study design,
control conditions, population characteristics (pathology, age,
gender, BMI), VR equipment, and the dimensions of the
virtual body.

Risk of Bias in Individual Studies
Methodological quality was determined by two authors (CT &
AG) using the Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies
(Effective Public Healthcare Panacea Project, 1998). This tool is
used for assessing any quantitative study design and was judged a
suitable tool for systematic reviews of effectiveness (Deeks et al.,
2003).

Meta-Analytic Procedure
The Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (Borenstein et al., 2013)
software was used by two authors (CT & AG) to calculate
weighted standardized mean differences (SMDs) between pre-
test and post-test scores, resulting in a forest plot. These pre-
post SMDs correspondwith Cohen’s drm (for repeatedmeasures),
which is specifically used in designs with one sample. Since these
differ from the classical Cohen’s d (Lakens, 2013), we are not
directly applying the standard benchmarks of Cohen [small (d
= 0.2), medium (d= 0.5), and large (d= 0.8)] (Cohen, 1988) but
rather using them cautiously in order to give a general indication.
A random effects analysis was used because we assumed to
encounter a significant degree of heterogeneity among studies.

Since outcome measures pre- and post-test are not
independent of each other, we searched the articles for pre-
post correlations (r). In case these were not reported, but raw
data were available, we used the data to calculate the correlations.
If raw data were also unobtainable, we used estimations based
on the available correlations of studies with similar interventions
(i.e., FBI in a small body), populations (i.e., healthy female
subjects), and outcome measures (i.e., body part estimation
tasks). The used pre-post correlations ranged from r = 0.73 to r
= 0.92.

Due to the limited number of included studies, we were unable
to perform additional sensitivity analyses or construct a funnel
plot for the assessment of publication bias.
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FIGURE 1 | Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) flowchart of study selection.

RESULTS

Study Selection
As depicted in the PRISMA flowchart (Figure 1), the literature
search yielded 398 unique studies; 51 remained after screening
titles and abstracts and 13 remained after reading full-texts.
Four of these studies were eligible for a meta-analysis on BI
distortion because they are homogenous in interventions (FBI in
a small virtual body), outcome measures (body size estimation
tasks of hips, abdomen, and shoulders), and populations (healthy
female university students, having a within-study mean age

of 21–29, n = 85) (Keizer et al., 2016; Serino et al., 2016a,
2018; Scarpina et al., 2019). Other studies were not aggregated
due to differences in interventions (different body sizes in the
FBI), outcome measures (reported in medians, using different
questionnaires), or populations [different age groups, gender, or
body mass indices (BMI)].

Study Characteristics
Table 2 summarizes the main characteristics and results of the
included studies. The 13 included studies were all written in
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TABLE 2 | Summary of the included studies.

Study Population Dimensions

virtual body

VR

Equipment

BI Disturbance

outcome measures

Follow-

up

Evidence of FBI

effectiveness

Overall

study

quality*

Small virtual body

Keizer

et al.

(2016)

AN:

30 females

Healthy:

29 females

Waist

circumference:

71.83cm

Waist-hip

ratio: 0.75

HMD:

Oculus rift DK2

Software:

Unity3D and

MakeHuman

BI Distortion:

BSE (SW, SC, AW,

AC, HW, HC)

2:45

hours

after FBI

Directly after FBI: ↓BSE for

AN (SW, SC, AC, HW, HC)

and healthy females (SW,

SC, HW, HC).

At follow-up:

Further ↓BSE for AN (SW,

SC, HC) and healthy females

(AC, HC).

Disappearance of significant

difference between AN and

healthy females in BSE for

SW and SC.

Weak

Serino

et al.

(2016a)

Healthy:

21 females

Waist

circumference:

73.94 cm

HMD:

Oculus rift DK2

BI Distortion:

BSE (SW, SC, AW,

AC, HW, HC)

None ↓BSE (SC, AW, HC). Weak

Serino

et al.

(2016b)

Obese:

1 female

N/A N/A BI Distortion:

BSE (circumference

and width),

tactile-based

estimation task

None ↓Overestimation of

experienced body

circumference.

↓Underestimation of

experienced body width.

Weak

Serino

et al.

(2017)

AN:

23 females

Waist

circumference:

73.94 cm

HMD:

Oculus rift DK2

BI Distortion:

BSE (SW, SC, AW,

AC, HW, HC)

None ↓BSE (AC, HC) Weak

Serino

et al.

(2018)

Healthy:

40 females

20 of age

19-25

20 of age

26–55

Waist

circumference:

73.95 cm

HMD:

Oculus rift DK2

Software:

Unity3D and

MakeHuman

BI Distortion:

BSE (SW, AW, HW)

None ↑Underestimation SW in

young females (age 19–25).

No significant effects in older

females (age 26–55).

Weak

Serino

et al.

(2019)

AN:

1 female

Waist

circumference:

73.95 cm

HMD:

Oculus rift DK2

Software:

Unity3D and

MakeHuman

BI Distortion:

BSE (SW, SC, AW,

AC, HW, HC)

2 sessions

and 1

year after

treatment

At the start of treatment,

directly after FBI:

↓Overestimation of different

body sizes (i.e., AC and HW).

At follow-up:

Accurate body size estimates

(pre- and post-FBI).

Weak

Scarpina

et al.

(2019)

Obese:

15 females

Healthy:

15 females

Waist

circumference:

73.95 cm

HMD:

Oculus rift DK2

Software:

Unity3D and

MakeHuman

BI Distortion:

BSE (SW, SC, AW,

AC, HW, HC)

None ↓Overestimation SC and HC

for both obese and healthy

females

Weak

Porras-

Garcia

et al.

(2020)

AN:

1 female

BMI:

18.14-18.94

HMD:

HCT-Vive

Software:

Unity 3D and

Blender 2.78

BI Dissatisfaction:

VAS-A, VAS-FGW,

gaze-pattern

5 sessions

and 5

months

after

treatment

During sessions:

↓Body anxiety (±50%).

After 5 sessions (and

multidisciplinary treatment):

↓Fear of gaining weight and

body anxiety.

↓Time and number of gaze

fixations on

weight-related AOI.

↑BMI.

At 5 months after treatment:

Outcomes comparable to

‘after 5 sessions’.

Weak

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 | Continued

Study Population Dimensions

virtual body

VR

Equipment

BI Disturbance

outcome measures

Follow-

up

Evidence of FBI

effectiveness

Overall

study

quality*

Small virtual body and large virtual body

Preston

and

Ehrsson

(2014)

Healthy:

19 females

19 males

85 or 115% of

participant’s

own body

size

HMD:

Cybermind

Visette45

BI Distortion: BSE HW

BI Dissatisfaction:

BISS

None ↓Overestimation of HW after

FBI in small virtual body.

↑Body satisfaction after FBI

in small virtual body.

No significant effects for FBI

in large virtual body.

Moderate

Preston

and

Ehrsson

(2018)

Healthy:

20 females

20 males

Small virtual

body:

BMI female:

18.4

BMI male:

20.4

Large virtual

body:

BMI female:

32.3

BMI male: 36

HMD:

Cybermind

Visette45

BI Dissatisfaction:

BISS, IAT

None ↓Body satisfaction after FBI

in large virtual body (BISS),

especially in females at risk

of developing eating

disorders (high EDE-Q).

No significant effects for FBI

in small virtual body.

No significant effects of

virtual body size on implicit

measures of body

satisfaction (IAT).

Moderate

Large virtual body

Normand

et al.

(2011)

Healthy:

22 males

Spine-

umbilicus:

45 cm

HMD:

Fakespace

Wide5

Software:

3DStudio Max

and HALCA

BI Distortion:

Abdomen size

estimation

(spine-umbilicus) in VR

None ↑Overestimation of abdomen

size

Weak

Ferrer-

Garcia

et al.

(2018)

Healthy:

40 females

100, 120, or

140% of

participant’s

own body

size

HMD:

HCT-Vive

Software:

Unity 3D and

Blender 2.78

BI Distortion: BIAS-X

BI Dissatisfaction:

BIAS-O

None Owning real-size body after

140 or 120 body size FBI:

↓BI distortion.

↓BI dissatisfaction.

No significant differences

between 140 and 120%

group.

Weak

Porras

Garcia

et al.

(2019)

Healthy:

40 females

10 males

N/A HMD:

HCT-Vive

Software:

Unity 3D and

Blender 2.78

BI Distortion: BIAS-X

BI Dissatisfaction:

BIAS-O, PASTAS,

VAS-FGW

None ↑BI distortion.

↑BI dissatisfaction.

Weak

*Individual study quality is assessed with the Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies Effective Public Healthcare Panacea Project (1998).

BSE, body size estimation; SW, shoulder width; SC, shoulder circumference; AW, abdomen width; AC, abdomen circumference; HW, hip width; HC, hip circumference; PASTAS,

physical appearance state and trait anxiety scale; BIAS, body image assessment scale; VAS, visual analog scale of A (Body Anxiety) or FGW (fear of gaining weight); AOI, area of interest;

BISS, body image state scale; IAT, implicit association task; EDE-Q, eating-disorder examination questionnaire.

↑, increase; ↓, decrease.

English and published in peer-reviewed journals. They were
either case studies/reports (n = 3) (Serino et al., 2016b, 2019;
Porras-Garcia et al., 2020) or cohort studies (n = 10) (Normand
et al., 2011; Preston and Ehrsson, 2014, 2018; Keizer et al., 2016;
Serino et al., 2016a, 2017, 2018; Ferrer-Garcia et al., 2018; Porras
Garcia et al., 2019; Scarpina et al., 2019). FBIs were created
for small virtual bodies (n = 10) (Preston and Ehrsson, 2014,
2018; Keizer et al., 2016; Serino et al., 2016a,b, 2017, 2018, 2019;
Scarpina et al., 2019; Porras-Garcia et al., 2020) and large virtual
bodies (n = 5) (Normand et al., 2011; Preston and Ehrsson,
2014, 2018; Ferrer-Garcia et al., 2018; Porras Garcia et al., 2019).
Clinical populations were only studied in small virtual bodies
for female patients with AN (n = 4) (Keizer et al., 2016; Serino
et al., 2017, 2019; Porras-Garcia et al., 2020) and obesity (n =

2) (Serino et al., 2016b; Scarpina et al., 2019). Studies of healthy
participants were predominantly restricted to female samples
(n = 8) (Preston and Ehrsson, 2014, 2018; Keizer et al., 2016;
Serino et al., 2016a, 2018; Ferrer-Garcia et al., 2018; Porras Garcia
et al., 2019; Scarpina et al., 2019); however, other studies also
included male samples (n = 3) (Preston and Ehrsson, 2014,
2018; Porras Garcia et al., 2019), or investigatedmale participants
exclusively (n = 1) (Normand et al., 2011). The majority of
the studies measured some type of BI distortion outcome (n =

11) (Normand et al., 2011; Preston and Ehrsson, 2014; Keizer
et al., 2016; Serino et al., 2016a,b, 2017, 2018, 2019; Ferrer-
Garcia et al., 2018; Porras Garcia et al., 2019; Scarpina et al.,
2019). BI dissatisfaction was also determined (n = 5) (Preston
and Ehrsson, 2014, 2018; Ferrer-Garcia et al., 2018; Porras
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TABLE 3 | Methodological quality of the included studies, assessed with the quality assessment tool for quantitative studies (Effective Public Healthcare Panacea Project,

1998).

Study Selection Design Confounding Blinding Data collection method Withdrawal Overall

Cohort studies

Normand et al. (2011) –

Preston and Ehrsson (2014) –

Keizer et al. (2016)*

Serino et al. (2016a)* –

Serino et al. (2017) –

Ferrer-Garcia et al. (2018) –

Preston and Ehrsson (2018) –

Serino et al. (2018)* –

Porras Garcia et al. (2019) –

Scarpina et al. (2019)* –

Case studies/reports

Serino et al. (2016b) – –

Serino et al. (2019) –

Porras-Garcia et al. (2020) –

*In our meta-analysis; red: weak; yellow: moderate; green: strong.

Garcia et al., 2019; Porras-Garcia et al., 2020), especially in large
virtual bodies (n = 4) (Preston and Ehrsson, 2014, 2018; Ferrer-
Garcia et al., 2018; Porras Garcia et al., 2019). All the studies
used synchronous visuotactile stimulation as a means to induce
the FBI. The participants were simultaneously stroked with a
physical instrument while concurrently receiving visual input of
being stroked. To assess the influence of embodiment on the
effect of the FBI, cohort studies used asynchronous visuotactile
stimulation as a control condition (n= 9) (Normand et al., 2011;
Preston and Ehrsson, 2014, 2018; Keizer et al., 2016; Serino et al.,
2016a, 2017, 2018; Porras Garcia et al., 2019; Scarpina et al.,
2019), mainly as a within-subjects design (n= 8) (Normand et al.,
2011; Preston and Ehrsson, 2014, 2018; Keizer et al., 2016; Serino
et al., 2016a, 2017; Ferrer-Garcia et al., 2018; Scarpina et al., 2019).
The studies were conducted between 2011 and 2020. The number
of included participants in the ten cohort studies varied between
21 and 59, with a median of 39.

Besides examining whether FBI could affect BI disturbance
outcomes, study objectives of the reviewed publications included
comparing clinical populations with healthy controls (n = 2)
(Keizer et al., 2016; Scarpina et al., 2019) and examining the
influence of gender (n = 2) (Preston and Ehrsson, 2014, 2018)
and age (n= 1) (Serino et al., 2018).

Study Quality
Table 3 gives an overview of the risk of bias of the included
studies that were assessed with the Quality Assessment Tool
for Quantitative Studies (Effective Public Healthcare Panacea
Project, 1998). Overall, the quality of the cohort studies was
either weak (n = 8) (Normand et al., 2011; Keizer et al., 2016;
Serino et al., 2016a, 2017, 2018; Ferrer-Garcia et al., 2018; Porras
Garcia et al., 2019; Scarpina et al., 2019) or moderate (n = 2)
(Preston and Ehrsson, 2014, 2018). The reason why no study had
a strong overall quality was that none of the participants were
randomly selected from a list of the target population, nor was
another systematic selection process reported. Avoiding selection

bias may be a low priority, especially in the recruitment of
healthy participants. Furthermore, in the only cohort study with
a follow-up (Keizer et al., 2016), <60% of participants completed
the study, which resulted in a weak rating. Although this study
was one of the four studies included for the meta-analysis, the
follow-up results were not included in it and therefore did not
contribute to bias. Other reasons for poor methodological quality
were the absence of information about group characteristics (n
= 2) (Ferrer-Garcia et al., 2018; Porras Garcia et al., 2019) or a
description of the test validity and reliability (n = 6) (Normand
et al., 2011; Keizer et al., 2016; Serino et al., 2016a, 2017, 2018;
Scarpina et al., 2019).

Evaluation of all three case reports/studies resulted in weak
overall study quality ratings, which is an inevitable consequence
of their design type.

FBIs and BI Disturbance
BI Distortion and Small Virtual Bodies
Figure 2 shows the effect sizes of FBI with a small virtual body in
the studies investigating healthy females (k= 4, n= 85) for body
size estimations of the width and circumference of shoulders,
abdomen, and hips. Directly after the FBI in a small virtual body,
subjects tended to estimate their body parts as smaller than before
the illusion. This effect appears to be stronger for the shoulders
and hips than for the abdomen and stronger for circumference
than for the width. Shoulder circumference (SMD = −1.3; 95%
CI: −2.2 to −0.4; p = 0.004) and hip circumference (SMD =

−1.0; 95% CI: −1.6 to −0.4; p = 0.004) tended to result in the
largest reduction in size estimates. Smaller effects were found for
estimations of shoulder width (SMD = −0.4; 95% CI: −0.6 to
−0.2; p= 0.000), hip width (SMD=−0.3; 95% CI:−0.4 to−0.1;
p = 0.010), and both the abdomen circumference (SMD = −0.6;
95% CI: −1.5 to +0.1; p = 0.134) and width (SMD = −0.3; 95%
CI:−0.7 to+0.03; p= 0.076).

Concerning the results that were not aggregated, two studies
investigated the effect of small virtual body FBI in patients with
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FIGURE 2 | Forest plots of the effect sizes (and 95% CIs) of the FBI in a small virtual body-on-body size estimation in healthy female subgroups.

AN (Keizer et al., 2016; Serino et al., 2017). One study (Keizer
et al., 2016) found a decrease in five of the six body size estimates
(p’s < 0.05), while the other (Serino et al., 2017) found this
decrease only in the circumference of hips (z = −3.024; p =

0.002) and abdomen (z = −2.352; p = 0.019). In the only study
with a group of patients with obesity (Scarpina et al., 2019), the
estimation of hip circumference was reduced for both controls
with obesity as well as for healthy controls [t(28) = 2.6; p= 0.014].
Interestingly, the individuals with obesity reported subjective
embodiment scores that were comparable to those of the healthy
participants [F(1, 28) = 0.25; p= 0.62) while owning a virtual body
that was significantly smaller than their own.

While the three case reports/studies were integrated into
multidisciplinary treatment, they all found positive effects
(Serino et al., 2016b, 2019; Porras-Garcia et al., 2020).

BI Distortion and Large Virtual Bodies
All studies examining BI distortion after the embodiment of
large virtual bodies (k = 4) used healthy individuals. We
did not aggregate these studies because the outcome measures
relate to different body parts (hips, abdomen, whole body),
their populations contained different genders, and one study
(Preston and Ehrsson, 2014) only reported amedian. Two studies
(Normand et al., 2011; Porras Garcia et al., 2019) found an
increased estimated body size after the FBI (all p’s < 0.05), while
one (Preston and Ehrsson, 2014) found no significant effect (z
= −0.72, p = 0.473). Another study (Ferrer-Garcia et al., 2018)
found no effect when the outcomes were compared to baseline,
but an increased estimated body size compared to an FBI in a
real-size virtual body [F(1, 38) = 5.636; p= 0.023].

BI Dissatisfaction
The studies about BI dissatisfaction were not aggregated because
they used different questionnaires, their populations contained
different genders, and one study (Preston and Ehrsson, 2014)
only reported a median. The results of embodiment in large
virtual bodies followed a similar pattern for BI dissatisfaction (k
= 4), as two studies (Preston and Ehrsson, 2018; Porras Garcia

et al., 2019) found a decrease in satisfaction (all p’s < 0.05).
Furthermore, there is one study (Preston and Ehrsson, 2014) that
found no significant effect on satisfaction (z =−1.09, p= 0.275)
and another (Ferrer-Garcia et al., 2018) that only found an effect
when compared to an FBI in a real-size virtual body [F(1, 38) =
12.527; p= 0.001].

Concerning BI dissatisfaction after embodying a small virtual
body (k = 2), one study (Preston and Ehrsson, 2014) found an
increase in satisfaction (all p’s < 0.05), while the other (Preston
and Ehrsson, 2018) did not (all p’s ≥ 0.263).

Control Condition: Asynchronous
Visuotactile Stimulation
As a post-hoc procedure, we evaluated the effect of the control
condition. Even after undergoing the perceptual alienation
of asynchronous touch, most populations still experienced
embodiment and changes in BI disturbance outcomes, though
usually to a lesser extent compared to after synchronous
visuotactile stimulation.

Adverse Effects
Adverse effects of VR or FBI were not reported in any of
the studies.

DISCUSSION

In the reported meta-analysis, we showed that FBIs in a small
virtual body are able to effectively reduce body size estimates in
healthy female university students, especially the estimates of the
circumference of the hips (SMD = −1.0) and shoulders (SMD
= −1.3). In two out of four studies that examined the effect
of FBIs in a large virtual body, body size estimates increased.
These findings suggest that the participants’ BIs were able to
conform to the dimensions of the virtual body in both directions.
Furthermore, BI dissatisfaction was reduced after an FBI in a
small virtual body and, as mentioned earlier, increased in two
out of four studies that tested an FBI in a large virtual body.
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Collectively, these data suggest that both components of BI
disturbance can be modified directly after inducing an FBI.

While FBIs seem like a promising means for modulating
BI disturbance, the limited amount of available data precludes
us from drawing strong conclusions due to small-study effects
(Sterne et al., 2000), such as publication bias (Gilbody et al.,
2000). Heterogeneity further complicates the interpretation of
these results because the studies used different populations
(AN, obesity, and non-clinical), interventions (FBIs with several
different body dimensions), and outcome measures (different
questionnaires and visual tasks). Moreover, in general, the overall
study quality was poor; all of the included studies appeared to be
susceptible to selection bias because they mainly relied on self-
referred participants, which could distort outcomes (Haynes and
Robinson, 2019). Another caveat to consider is that body-part
size estimation, which is the most frequently used assessment
method for BI distortion, has not been tested for validity or
reliability yet. Widths of hips, abdomens, and shoulders were
usually estimated by participants placing adhesive markers on
a wall, while circumferences were estimated with a string on
the floor (Keizer et al., 2016; Serino et al., 2016a, 2017, 2018;
Scarpina et al., 2019).More sophisticated and controlledmethods
currently exist, such as Body Image Assessment Software (Ferrer-
García and Gutiérrez-Maldonado, 2008) and VR-based methods
that allow participants to adjust their body size in virtuality
settings (Corno et al., 2018; Mölbert et al., 2018; Neyret et al.,
2020; Provenzano et al., 2020). Incorporating these evolved
assessment methods might help improve the accuracy and
reliability of these measurements.

After considering the limitations and pitfalls of these
studies, it is still reasonable to suggest that these FBIs were
able to elicit a form of change in cognition, emotion, or
perception. These changes could imply that these individuals
were sufficiently virtually embodied, corroborating the results
from the subjective embodiment questionnaires. Interestingly,
the FBI still succeeded when participants with obesity were
put in a small virtual body (Serino et al., 2016b; Scarpina
et al., 2019). However, in the control condition for embodiment,
i.e., asynchronous visuotactile stimulation, participants often
still experienced modified body size estimates, and some even
reported experiencing embodiment, though to a lesser extent
compared to after synchronous touch. Therefore, researchers
may consider other control conditions, such as being in a virtual
environment without owning a virtual body of any kind, which
makes an FBI impossible.

Other interesting results are the reduced body size estimates
in patients with AN after the embodiment of a small virtual
body (Keizer et al., 2016; Serino et al., 2019). Since patients with
AN are already thin, embodying a small virtual body would
not be a markedly different experience from their everyday
life. However, the researchers reported that despite being
slimmer than the avatar, many patients with AN spontaneously
mentioned “Oh! I’m so skinny now!” (Keizer et al., 2016). One
possible neuroscientific framework for being able to explain these
results is the Allocentric Lock Theory (ALT) (Riva, 2011, 2012;
Riva et al., 2014; Malighetti et al., 2016; Lander et al., 2020).
According to the ALT, patients with ED keep clinging to their

distorted body image because they are unable to adequately
update their “remembered” body (allocentric representation)
with perceptual information from their “experienced” body
(egocentric representation). As a result, they are “locked” in an
unfavorable BI that they constructed long ago. In theory, the
ability to swap their body with another body in VR could allow
the individual to experience a novel egocentric representation
that they have been illusioned to believe as their own. This could
allow for a unique opportunity to better understand conflict
resolution between the perceived virtual self and the actual self.
However, more research is necessary to support the ALT.

Limitations
This systematic review and the meta-analysis have several
limitations. In the absence of sufficient control conditions, we
calculated SMDs using pre-post differences; however, the validity
of using this method has been called into question (Cuijpers
et al., 2017). Although we agree that an effect size based on
control conditions would be preferable, we argue that pre-post-
SMDs could still be used in this instance. The most important
reason to avoid pre-post SMDs is that the time between the pre-
and post-test could significantly distort this value. For example,
natural processes such as spontaneous recovery could cause an
overestimation of the effect size. Here, however, the time between
pre- and post-tests is almost equal to the duration of the FBI,
which is less than half an hour. Because we do not expect non-
FBI-related influences to intervene in this short time period, we
assume that the pre-post differences can be attributed to the FBI.

Besides, because we analyzed all six body size estimations
separately, we have to consider the problem of multiple testing:
the chance of finding at least one significant effect increase with
every additional simultaneous test. Since five out of six outcome
measures resulted in statistically significant effects, we assume
that multiple testing is not a prominent problem in this study.

Finally, this study is limited by the inability to assess
publication bias. Due to an insufficient number of studies, we did
not create a funnel plot. Moreover, we did not search for study
protocols or other gray literature that might give an indication
of all unpublished articles about this topic. Additionally, as
previously stated above, we were only able to descriptively
summarize the results of the BI dissatisfaction data. The lack of a
standardized approach to measure both perceptual and affective
components in a singular design is problematic for being able to
more clearly determine the clinical utility of this method.

Implications and Future Research
Despite the limited amount of available evidence, the
implications of this meta-analysis cautiously support the
attempts to further incorporate FBIs within clinical settings as
a therapeutic and/or diagnostic tool for BI disturbance. One of
the potential benefits of FBIs is that it allows patients to gain
experiential knowledge of what it is like to have a different body
with different physical dimensions. Experiential knowledge has
the ability to enhance clinical insight from the perspectives
of both the clinicians and the patients (De Vos et al., 2016).
Moreover, the ability to acquire experiential knowledge within
clinical settings may expand the potential of patients with a rigid
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thinking pattern who would otherwise drop out because of a lack
of emotional engagement (Riva, 2003). Because VR is a flexible
technology, clinicians can readily tailor any of the settings of
the exposure based on which treatment phase the patient is in.
In this regard, VR may have multiple advantages over mirror
exposure. Namely, VR enables clinicians to have a limitless
degree of precision over creating and scaling augmentations at
any point in time, allowing for highly customized exposures on
an individual-to-individual basis. This high degree of control
may help ameliorate complications that are present in the early
phases of treatment, specifically, creating a more graded level
of exposure to anxiety-inducing stimuli. It is not possible to
have this degree of control over the augmentations and exposure
parameters in mirror therapy, which could cause significant
distress (Windheim et al., 2011; Walker et al., 2012; Veale et al.,
2016), leading to setbacks in treatment (Griffen et al., 2018).

During clinical assessment, VR technology can be
supplemented with other tools that can help better objectively
quantify BI-related outcomes during symptom provocation.
Examples include being able to measure gazing patterns (Porras-
Garcia et al., 2020) as well as using ambulatory apparatuses to
measure sympathetic/parasympathetic activity (Van Bennekom
et al., 2017). These data may be used in conjunction with
subjective methods such as questionnaires, monitoring disease
severity more accurately. Assessment is even possible without
the live presence of a clinician, permitting the ability to remotely
monitor the diseases of patients in their home settings through
quantitative and/or qualitative measurements. This additional
availability of disease monitoring could be used by both patients
and clinicians to detect relapse tendencies, and subsequently,
restart treatment. Other clinical tools that can be used to
improve FBI interventions include the use of invasive brain
stimulation devices. The methodological benefits of using
invasive measures will allow researchers to implement closed-
loop neuromodulation in tandem with VR visual feedback in
singular paradigms to study both perceptual (i.e., modulate
body size) and affective (i.e., psychiatric) components of these
symptoms. Previous research has demonstrated that deep
brain stimulation (DBS) of the nucleus accumbens (NAcc) in

treatment-refractory patients with AN improved both BMI

and psychiatric symptoms (Liu et al., 2020). By inducing
different levels of FBIs that have varying levels of realness,
i.e., perceived body size, researchers can further decode the
neurophysiological markers of the reward system activity,
which, in turn, can lead to nuanced approaches for trying to
modulate that activity. Additional methodological benefits
from a technological point of view include the use of non-
invasive brain stimulation devices. Previous research utilized a
combination of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and
VR to show that temporally synced TMS pulses and visual
feedback were able to induce illusory embodiment over a rubber
hand, demonstrating the potential to substitute the use of
external tactile stimulation for neurostimulation (Bassolino et al.,
2018).
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